WELCOME TO KANAGAWA JAPAN

Yokohama • Kawasaki • Kamakura • Fujisawa • Oiso • Miura • Hakone • Odawara • Oyama • Yugawara

South of Tokyo, Welcome to Kanagawa
https://www.facebook.com/kanagawa.tourism.info.english/
Kanagawa Prefecture is home to a great many of Japan’s foremost sightseeing spots, in the areas of nature, history, culture, and industry, etc. Since it is also close to Tokyo and boasts highly convenient transportation, it draws large numbers of tourists annually. This pamphlet offers information on some of the Prefecture’s most scenic spots, as well as on attractions by theme.

A castle town during the Edo Period, the area prospered as one of the primary post stations along the Tokaido Road.

**Odawara and Oyama**

Kamaboko (fish cake) is a traditional Odawara specialty.

**Hakone**

This is one of Japan’s foremost international resort areas complete with hot springs (Onsen).

Yosegi-zaiku is a traditional craft of Hakone utilizing different shades of natural wood to create complex patterns.

**Yugawara**

Visitors can enjoy hot spring baths as well as the Japanese style Rotenburo baths.

Known since long ago for its hot springs (Onsen), the area was frequented by many literary personalities and artists of the past.

photo: Yokohama Port Area & Mt. Fuji
Yokohama and Kawasaki ➞ Page 4

Yokohama is an international port city that continues to grow and develop to this day, ever since the Port of Yokohama opened 150 years ago.

Kamakura ➞ Page 8

Yokohama Sankien Garden is a prime example of Japan’s traditional culture and a great way to experience the glorious colors of the four seasons.

Fujisawa and Oiso ➞ Page 10

Yabusame (horseback archery) is a traditional military art the participants shoot arrows from atop running horses.

Miura ➞ Page 12

The ancient city of Kamakura was the seat of the Kamakura Shogunate about 800 years ago.

The Shonan Beach is the ideal spot for a variety of marine sports.

- History & Events ➞ Page 20
- Hot Springs (Onsen) ➞ Page 22
- The Spectacular Night Views ➞ Page 24
- Savor & Flavors ➞ Page 26
- Shopping & Souvenirs ➞ Page 28
- Access & Model route ➞ Page 30
- Information ➞ Page 32

Miura is known for good fishing, especially for tuna, and for farming commodities including the daikon radish.

Enjoy fresh fish caught at Misaki Port in a variety of different kinds of dishes.
About 150 years ago, Yokohama was one of the first ports in Japan to open its doors to foreign trade, which led toward an age of enlightenment. The city still has kept up its constant growth. In this harbor town with a rich international flavor, you can enjoy unique sightseeing spots.

1. **Yokohama Landmark Tower**

   This is Japan’s second tallest building at 296m. It has a hotel and restaurants on the 1st to 70th floors, and its Sky Garden observatory floor on the 69th floor (273m high). Shopping and restaurants are conveniently located in the adjoining Landmark Plaza shopping mall.

   ☎ 045-222-5030 (Sky Garden), ☎ 045-222-5015 (Landmark Plaza)
   • 3 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Minatomirai Sta.)/Business hours differ by shop/

2. **Yamashita Park**

   Japan’s oldest seaside park, this popular spot offers a beautiful view of the port. (Nippon Yusen Hikawa Maru. Charlie Chaplin was one of the famous passengers on the Hikawa Maru passenger ship now anchored in Yamashita Park) ☎ 045-641-4362 (Nippon Yusen Hikawa Maru)

   • 3 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Motomachi-Chukagai Sta., Exit 11)/
   (Hikawa Maru: Open 10:00-17:00 (Entry until 16:30)/Closed Mondays and other occasions (Open Monday if it is a holiday, and closes the next weekday instead)) /
   [http://www.nyk.com/rekishi/or/exhibitions/hikawa.htm](http://www.nyk.com/rekishi/or/exhibitions/hikawa.htm)

3. **Yokohama Chinatown**

   With over 500 shops, this is one of the world’s best Chinatowns. The current symbol of Yokohama Chinatown is 'We Are Chinatown'. The area boasts 150 years of history.

   ☎ 045-662-1252
   (Yokohama Chinatown Development Association)

   • 1 minute walk from Minatomirai-Line (Motomachi-Chukagai Sta., Exit 3)/
   Business hours & holidays differ by shop /
   [http://www.chinatown.or.jp/](http://www.chinatown.or.jp/)

4. **Yokohama Marine Tower**

   Built to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the opening of the Port of Yokohama, the Tower was renovated in 2009 to mark its 150th year. It also has an Observatory Hall to view the city, restaurants and event halls. It is popular among tourists and local residents as a place to relax.

   ☎ 045-684-1100

   • 1 minute walk from Minatomirai-Line (Motomachi-Chukagai Sta., Exit 11)/
   Business hours differ by floor and shop /
   [http://marinetower.jp/eng.html](http://marinetower.jp/eng.html)
Osanbashi Yokohama International Passenger Terminal
This is the entrance for Yokohama Port which greets international travelers. This docking terminal for large cruise ships has a variety of entertainment, including a 2,000 square meter hall and 24 hour rooftop plaza.
☎️ 045-211-2304 (Terminal information)
● 7 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Nihon-odori Sta. Exit 3)/Business hours differ by floor and shop/

Zou-No-Hana Park
This harbor park was redeveloped to commemorate 150 years since Yokohama Port opened. It has an open park area to view the port and sea, and the adjoining Zou-No-Hana Terrace cafe area to relax.
☎️ 045-661-0602 (Zou-No-Hana Terrace)
● 5 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Nihon-odori Sta. Exit 1)/

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse/Red Brick Warehouse Park
This historical red brick warehouse was renovated to combine modern history with a commercial facility. Red Brick Warehouse Park is a relaxing place to walk by the sea with a wide open design.
☎️ 045-211-1515 (Building 1) / 045-227-2002 (Building 2)
● 6 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Shinamachi Sta. Nihon-odori Sta./Business hours differ by building, floor and shop/

Yokohama 3 Towers
These are the Yokohama Port Opening Memorial Hall made from red bricks, the Islamic Mosque style blue dome of Yokohama Customs, and the dignified design of Kanagawa Prefectural Government Offices. These buildings have been symbols of Yokohama for many years, popularly called the Jack, Queen and King.
● Each tower is a 1 to 3 minutes walk from Minatomirai-Line (Nihon-odori Sta.)

Yokohama City Transit and Sightseeing Bus
Tour sightseeing spots with an open schedule using the "Akakutsu" retro style sightseeing tour bus (Adult: ¥100, child: ¥50). Or rely on the Yokohama Bayside Line to conveniently tour the main sightseeing spots on a fixed schedule. Bayside Line provides complete guide explanations in Chinese, Korean and English languages.
☎️ 045-664-2525 (Yokohama City Call Center)
● Office Open 10:00-11:30 & 12:30-16:30, excluding holidays and the New Year break.
http://www.yokohama-bus.jp/

Western-style Buildings in Yamate (Yamate District)
Yamate District played an important role in Yokohama's history as a residential area for foreigners from the time Yokohama Port opened. We suggest that you take a stroll to enjoy its atmosphere, and tour the Seiyokan Building now open to the public.
● http://www.yamate-seiyukan.org/

Diplomat's House

The Yokohama Customhouse "the Queen"
The Kanagawa Prefectural Government "the King"
Recommended Areas in Yokohama and Kawasaki

http://www.yokohamajapan.com/

http://www.k-kankou.jp.e.ee.hp.transer.com/

Yokohama Sankeien Garden
In this large Japanese garden, you can see a great variety of flowers everywhere in the garden throughout the year. The garden has 17 historic buildings, which was reconstructed from places such as Kyoto and Kamakura.

☎ 045-621-0635

At the JR Yokohama Sta., leave the East Exit to Bus Stop 2. Take a bus labeled route No. 8 or 148. Get off at Honmoku Sankeien Mae, then walk 5 minutes. Open 9:00-17:00 (entry until 16:30). Garden closed December 29-31.

http://www.sankeien.or.jp/
12 Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise
This amusement sea island entertains both children and adults with three aquariums on different themes, as well as other attractions, shops, restaurants, and a hotel. Seasonal events bring you new experiences each time you visit. ☎️ 045-788-8888
- Walk from Seaside Line (Hakkeijima Sta.) / Weekdays: Aquamarine 10:00-19:00 (differs by facility and season) /
  http://www.seaparadise.co.jp/english/

13 FUJIKO · F · FUJIO MUSEUM
A cultural facility that introduces you to the world of a Japanese Manga artist, Fujiko · F · Fujio who is well known as an author of "Doraemon." ☎️ 0570-055-245 (for details of the facility) / 0570-000-777 (for tickets)
- From Odakyu line or JR Nambu line (Noborito Station), take a Kawasaki City Bus about 10 minutes. / Open hours: 10:00-18:00. Days closed: Tuesdays, year-end and new year holidays /
  http://fujiko-museum.com/english/

15 (Yokohama Sankeien Garden)
Tea Ceremony Experience
Experience authentic tea ceremony at Boutoueki, which serves Matcha tea in the Sankei Memorial Lobby. Note that seats are limited, and we are unable to accept reservations.
10:00-16:00
- Cost ¥ 500 each serving (including sweets)

16 Shin-Yokohama Ramen Museum
Try ramen from many famous ramen shops in regions throughout Japan. A historic replica of a Japanese town when instant ramen was discovered awaits you. ☎️ 045-471-0503 → See page 26.
- 5 minutes walk from JR (Shin-yokohama Sta.) / Opens weekdays and Saturdays 11:00, Sundays & holidays 10:30. Last entry varies from 21:00-23:00 (call to ask) / Closed December 31-January 1 /
  http://www.raumen.co.jp/
About 800 years ago, Kamakura was the capital of the Shogunate. You can enjoy beautiful flowering trees throughout the year everywhere in the ancient city.

Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine
One of the historic sites that represent Kamakura. The vermilion lacquer, the green of the hills, and the blue sky by the shrine pavilion are a beautiful sight seen from Wakamiya-Oji Street, which stretches all the way to the ocean.

☎ 0467-22-0315

10 minutes walk from JR(Kamakura Sta.)/Treasure shrine viewing fee ¥ 300–600 / Junior high school and Elementary school students ¥ 100–200 (Depends on the exhibition) Open 9:00–16:30

http://www.tsurugaoka-hachimangu.jp/
Zazen: Zen meditation

1. Kotoku-in Temple
   (Great Buddha "Daibutsu")
   - The temple has one of the two largest Buddhas in Japan (the other one is in Todai-ji Temple in Nara) as the principal image.  
   - 7 minutes walk from Enoden-Line (Hase Sta.) Viewing fee ¥100/individual, ¥200/primary school student ¥150, (Students General ¥170, Junior High & high school students ¥150, Primary school students ¥100/individual) 
   - 0467-22-0703

2. Meigetsu-in Temple
   - It is known as the "Hydrangea Temple". In June, there are many hydrangeas all around the precincts of the temple. You can also enjoy a beautiful garden view through a circular window of the main hall of the temple which is called “Sator-no-Mado (Window to Enlightenment).”  
   - 10 minutes walk from JR (Kita-Kamakura Sta.)  
   - Open 9:00 - 16:00 (June 8:30 - 17:00), Viewing Fee ¥300, In June ¥500
   - 0467-24-3437

3. Hasedera Temple
   - Hasedera is one of the best scenic sites in Kamakura with its statue of Kannon (Hase Kannon), the goddess of mercy with eleven heads, each representing a characteristic of the goddess, and the observation platform from which you can take a panoramic view of the sea and the town of Kamakura. There are seasonally blooming trees and flowers every place in the precincts throughout the year.  
   - 5 minutes walk from Enoden-Line (Hase Sta.), or take a bus from the station to "Hase Kannon" and walk 5 minutes.  
   - Open 8:00 - 17:00 (differ by season)
   - 0467-22-6300

Let’s try

4. Engaku-ji Temple
   - 1 minute walk from JR (Kita-Kamakura Sta.) Open all year. Take a seat by 6:00-7:00
   - 0467-22-0478

5. Kencho-ji Temple
   - 15 minutes walk from JR (Kita-Kamakura Sta.) Open 17:00-18:00 only on Fridays and Saturdays. *Please be seated by a quarter to start.  

6. Matcha Tea Ceremony
   - 5 minutes walk from JR (Kita-Kamakura Sta.) Only 4th Sunday each month/ Starts at 13:00, 14:00, Tea tickets ¥1,620
   - http://www.teikei.com

7. Houkou-ji Temple
   - 56 minutes walk from JR (Kamakura Sta.) Open 9:00-16:00 Viewing Fee ¥200, Matcha green tea ¥500

8. Shakyo: Hand-copying of sutras
   - 5 minutes walk from JR (Kamakura Sta.)/ Only 4th Sunday each month/ Starts at 13:00, 14:00, Sutra tickets ¥1,620
   - http://www.teikei.com

9. Kamakura-bori: Kamakura Carving
   - 5 minutes walk from Enoden-Line (Hase Sta.) 9:00-15:00 (Last reception 14:00) / Paper ¥1,000
   - 0467-22-6030

10. Komyo-ji Temple
   - From JR (Kamakura Sta.), take Kitakyo Bus to Komyo-ji temple bus stop, then walk 15 minutes/ Only 2nd Wednesday each month (Other day also available by prior booking), Open 10:00-14:00, Paper ¥1,500
   - 0467-22-0777

11. Myohon-ji Temple
   - 10 minutes walk from JR (Kamakura Sta.) 10:00-15:00, Paper ¥2,000
   - Shoren-ji Temple: 0467-31-109, Hozen-ji Temple: 0467-31-8010

A popular shrine in which the worshippers believe that if they wash their money in the spring water there on prescribed days they can more than double that money eventually.

12. Zenniarai-Benzaiten Shrine
   - 21 minutes walk from JR (Kamakura Sta.) Open 8:00-15:30
   - 0467-25-1081

Kamakura Festival April p.20

13. Kamakura-bori Museum
   - 9:30-17:00 Closed the New Year week and some other days as necessary
   - 0467-25-1500

14. Kamakura-bori Kogai Kan
   - 1 minute walk from Enoden-Line (Sadda Station) every Tuesday to Saturday 9:00-16:00, (Sunday and Holiday) 11:00-16:00, Reservation required/Closed Monday
   - 0467-23-0154
Recommended Areas in Fujisawa and Oiso

http://www.discover-fujisawa.jp/
http://www.oiso-kankou.or.jp/

1. Enoshima Island
Enoshima is a charming inshore island by Shonan beach. The Island is known in the area as a marine-leisure haven and attracts many tourists. It will be one of the venues of the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games.
- 10 minutes walk from Odakyu Enoshima Line(Katase-Enoshima Sta.)

2. Enoshima Samuel Cocking Garden and Observation Lighthouse
Since the English trader Samuel Cocking built this botanical garden in the Meiji period, the garden has kept his name. You can see Mount Fuji and Yokohama Landmark Tower from the observation lighthouse in the garden.
- 0466-23-0623
- 20 minutes walk from Odakyu Enoshima Line(Katase-Enoshima Sta.). You can also pay to use an escalator on the way.
- Open all year round 9:00-20:00.
- Occasionally closed.
- Entrance: Adult ¥200, Child ¥100.
- Observation lighthouse: Adult ¥300, Child ¥150.
- http://enoshima-seacandle.jp/

3. Enoshima Shrine
Enoshima Shrine is one of Japan’s 3 great Benzaiten shrines. Enoshima shrine is made up of 3 shrines: Hetsunomiya, Nakatsunomiya and Okutsunomiya. It gives various blessings including attainment in arts, wealth & prosperity, and good marriage, and is popular with many pilgrims.
- 15 minutes walk from Odakyu Enoshima Line(Katase-Enoshima Sta.)
- http://www.enoshima-shr.ac.jp/

4. Oiso Joyama Park
A park full of Japanese atmosphere that was created at the site where there used to be a villa of the Mitsui Zaibatsu family run conglomerate.
- 0463-61-0355
- From JR Tokaido Line(Oiso Sta.), take bus to the Joyama Koen bus stop.
- http://kanagawa-park.or.jp/oisojoyama/

5. Enoshima Iwaya Cave
The cave was formed by the continuous movement of waves. It features mysterious sound effects and lighting.
- 0466-22-4141
- 30 minutes walk from Odakyu-Enoshima Line(Katase-Enoshima Sta.).
- Open 9:00-17:00 (differs by season).
- Adult ¥500, Child ¥200.
The beach here, known as "Shonan-kaigan", appeals to the younger crowd. There are also attractive sightseeing spots representative of the Shonan area.

---

**Let's Try**

**Cruising experience, marine sports experience**

Enoshima was the site which held the yacht race for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. It has many marine leisure activities. You can experience yachting and cruising Sagami Bay in large cruisers.

**6 Odakyu Yacht Club**

☎ 0466-50-7577

- Email below to request a reservation for your experience.
  - Email: enoshima@odakyu-yc.com
  - http://www.odakyu-yc.com/

**7 Enoshima Yacht Club**

☎ 0466-22-0261

- Email below to request a reservation for your experience.
  - Email: eyc-mail@enoshima-yc.jp
  - http://www.enoshima-yc.jp/

---

5 Enoshima Aquarium

A great place to have fun, featuring attractions like the "Sagami Bay tank" with a large school of 8,000 sardines, and dolphin and whale shows. ☎ 0466-29-9960

- 3 minutes walk from Odakyu-Enoshima Line/Katsura-Enoshima Sta./Open all year, Adult ¥2,100, Sr High school student ¥1,500, Jr high school, Elementary school student ¥1,000, Child age 3 and older ¥600 / http://www.enosui.com/
Recommended Areas in Miura

Surrounded by sea on three sides, Miura enjoys excellent fishing and agriculture thanks to its rich natural environment. It also has many sightseeing spots, including Jogashima’s magnificent views of the Pacific Ocean, and Miura coast which is popular for sea bathing and recreation.

Diced tuna bowl (a bowl of rice topped with tuna)

1 Misaki Fisherina Wharf Urari
The wharf is filled with tuna and other fresh fish brought to Misaki Port, and many seasonal vegetables from Miura. The sea tour ship Nijiiro Sakana Go (Rainbow Fish) also leaves from here.
☎ 046-881-6721

- From Keikyu-Line (Misakiguchi Sta.), take the bus 20 minutes to Misaki-kou bus stop, then walk 3 minutes/Open all year 9:00-17:00 (Sundays 7:00-17:00),
http://www.unigyo.co.jp/
2. Miura City Misaki Seafood Regional Wholesale Market (fish market)
Watch high pitched bidding for tuna and other fish (this market is only for watching).
☎ 046-882-1111
- From Keikyu-Line (Misakiguchi Sta.), take a bus 20 minutes to Misaki-kou bus stop, then walk 5 minutes. (Auction hours: 8:00-10:00/Closed some days/ http://www.city.misakikanagawa.jp/chiba/chiba_index.html)

3. Kawazu-zakura cherry blossoms
You can enjoy Kawazu-zakura, early-blooming cherry blossoms which will be in full bloom in bright pink color from late February to early March alongside the area between the Miura Kaigan station to Komatsu-ga-ike.
- 10 minutes walk from Keikyu-Line (Munakagawa Sta.)

Jogashima is located at the southernmost tip of Miura Peninsula. The Prefectural Jogashima Park is on the island’s east side, with magnificent views from its observation tower.
- From Keikyu-Line (Misakiguchi Sta.), take a bus 25 minutes to Hakushuhma, then walk 10 minutes.

5. Keikyu Aburatsubo Marine Park
You can touch dolphins and penguins, and even experience swimming with dolphins at this aquarium (reservation required).
☎ 046-880-0152
- From Keikyu-Line (Misakiguchi Sta.), take the Aburatsubo bus for 20 minutes. Get off at the last stop (Aburatsubo)/Open 9:00-17:00 Differs by the day of the week/ http://www.aburatsubo.co.jp/
Recommended Areas in Odawara and Oyama

http://www.odawara-kankou.com/
http://www.isehara-kanko.com/

This cultural and historical castle town thrived as a post station on the Tokaido Road during the Edo period.

1. Odawara Castle
Odawara Castle was built by the Omori family in the mid-15th century. The castle keep was rebuilt based on a model made around 1700 in the Edo Period. In the castle keep, many historical materials are exhibited and you can enjoy the breathtaking view of Odawara city and Sagami Bay at the top.
☎ 0465-23-1373 (Castle Park contact in Odawara City Sightseeing Dept)

- 10 minutes walk from JR (Odawara Sta.) / Open 9:00-17:00 / Closed: January first, second Wednesday in December, December 31 / Castle: Adult: ¥ 410, Primary school & junior high students ¥ 150, Historical museum: Adult: ¥ 300, Primary school & junior high students ¥ 100

2. Odawara Castle Moat and Cherry Trees
About 350 Somei Yoshino Cherry trees bloom beautifully on the castle grounds from late March to early April.

3. Autumn in Oyama
Oyama is also called "Ame-furi Yama (Raining Mountain)." There is a shrine for rain-making prayers named Aburi-Jinja on the mountaintop. In autumn, the entire mountain is covered with beautiful autumn colors.
☎ 0463-73-7373 (Isehara Tourist Association)
- From Odakyu Line (Isehara Sta.), then take bus to the Oyama Cable bus stop
http://isehara-kanko.com/

4. Odawara Chochin (Lanterns) Making Experience (Odawara Juku Nariwai Rest House)
Experience making Odawara Chochin lanterns at Odawara Juku Nariwai Rest House, a relaxing place which anyone can easily visit.
☎ 0465-22-5002 (Odawara City Tourist Association)
- 15 minutes walk from JR (Odawara Sta.) / Held every 2nd and 4th Sunday / Open 10:00-16:00 (differs by season) / Free entry, Experience ¥ 1,000 / Reservation required for 5 or more people
5 Soga Bairin (Plum Orchard) and Mt. Fuji
One of the most famous Japanese plum producing areas. In mid February to late February, you can enjoy the beautiful white and red blossoms of Japanese plum trees with a backdrop of Mt. Fuji and the range of mountains at Hakone.
☎0465-22-5002 (Odawara City Tourist Association)
● 10 minutes walk from JR Gotemba Line (Shimo-soga Sta.)

Let’s Try
6 Armor and ninja dressing experience (Hall of armor, ninja! Odawara-jo information building)
Rental service of Japanese Armor & Helmet, kimono for women and ninja costume is available at Odawara-jo Castle main enclosure open space. You can take souvenir photographs dressed in those costumes against the background of the Odawara-jo Castle. Why don’t you transform yourself into a samurai, ninja or princess in commemoration of visiting Odawara?
☎080-6887-2154
● Open: 9:30-16:00 (Last rental: 15:30) Closed on December 31 and January 1. Rental office is at Odawara-jo Castle main enclosure open space inside Shikiwari gate. Hall of armor, ninja! Odawara-jo Castle information building.
Hakone is one of the most popular hot springs (Onsen) regions in Japan. It has many scenic spots of historical, cultural interests, and natural beauty, which attract millions of visitors all year around.

**1. Lake Ashi**
This long narrow lake has a 19km circumference. It was formed about 3,000 years ago in Hakone Volcano’s caldera. Its magnificent view includes Mount Fuji. **TEL: 0460-85-8911**

**Hakone Sightseeing Cruise**
From the lake, you can take in nature views of the four seasons as well as the magnificent beauty of Mt. Fuji. **TEL: 0460-83-6325**
[http://www.hakone-kankosen.co.jp/](http://www.hakone-kankosen.co.jp/)

**2. Owakudani Valley**
Owakudani Valley is the remains of the exploded volcanic mouth of the Hakone Volcano Kamiyama. Even today, steam spouting shows its remaining volcanic activity. **TEL: 0460-85-8911**
- Walk from Hakone Station (Owakudani Sta.), or take the Hakone Tozan Bus to Owakudani bus stop.

**3. Cedar Avenue**
The line of cedars planted along the old road on Ashinoko’s east bank shows part of what Edo Shogunate planted to develop its highways. About 400 huge trees remain which are over 370 years old today. **TEL: 0460-85-8911**
- Hakone Tozan Bus to Moto Hanone-kou or Onshi Koen-mae bus stops.

**Hakone Ashinoko Yuransen**
The catamaran observation deck gives a 360 degree view. You can freely look in any direction on this optimum lake cruise ship. **TEL: 0460-83-6351**
[http://www.izuhekone.co.jp/hakone-yuransen/](http://www.izuhekone.co.jp/hakone-yuransen/)
4 Hakone Check Point
Built by the Edo Shogunate in 1619, this strictly controlled travelers.
● From JR Odawara Sta., take the bus to Hakone Seki-cho Aio bus stop/ Exhibition Hall (Hakone Sekki Museum) Open 9:00-16:30 (differs by season) Adult ¥500 Child ¥250

5 Hakone Rides
Hakone has various modes of transport you can ride in order to enjoy the scenery of Mount Fuji and Hakone’s nature.
Hakone Tozan Train, Hakone Tozan Cable Car
☎ 0460-32-6823
● Hakone Tozan Train: Open all year. First train leaves Odawara at 5:33, Last train stops at Odaewara at 23:33
● Hakone Tozan Cable Car: Open all year. Starts 7:41, Ends 19:05 / http://www.hakone-tozan.co.jp/

Hakone Ropeway
☎ 0465-32-2205 (weekdays),
☎ 0460-84-2566 (weekends)
● Open all year, Hours of Operation: March 1- July 31 8:45-17:15, August 1-31 8:45-17:30, September 1-November 30 8:45-17:15, December 1-February 28 9:15-16:15/
http://www.hakoneroopeway.co.jp/en/

Hakone Komagatake Ropeway
☎ 0460-83-6473
● Open all year, 9:10-16:50/From JR Odaewara Sta., take Izuhakone Bus to Hakone-en About 80 minutes on normal days/

Let’s Try Hakone Yosegi-zaiku (Wood works)
Artisans began making this wood works in geometric patterns bringing out the natural colors of wood at Hatajuku of Hakone Mountain in the Late Edo period. Tourists can also easily experience making wood works like coasters.
Hatajuku Wooden Handicraft Center
☎ 0460-85-8170 → See page 29.
● Hakone Tozan Bus to Hatajuku bus stop / Open 9:00-16:30 / Closed December 25-January 3
Recommended Areas in Yugawara

http://yugawara-resort.com

1. Kogome-SPA
Day trip hot spring. It is famous for its legend that women who bathe in this hot spring are blessed with children. ☎ 0465-63-6944
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take bus to Keen Iguchi bus stop/1pm 9:00-21:00/Closed Mondays/Adult ¥1,000, School child ¥500
http://www.yugawara.or.jp/dayplan/

2. Manyo Park & Doppo-no-Yu (SPA)
This park’s nature was described in Japan’s oldest poetry collection—Manyoshu. Doppo-no-Yu is Japan’s largest foot-bathing spa facility. Enjoy them with family and friends. ☎ 0465-64-2326
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take bus to Keen Iguchi bus stop/1pm 10:00-18:00 (differs by season)/Closed last Thursday of each month/Adult ¥300, Primary school & junior high students ¥200
The hot springs (Onsen) in Yugawara have been a people’s favorite since the old days. Especially its beautiful scenery has attracted many literary figures.

3 Makuyama Park (Ume no Ute-Festival)
4,000 plum trees bloom white and red in February-March. Enjoy its view lit up at night during the Plum Banquet event. There is a hiking course in its surroundings.
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take the Kaiya bus to its last stop, then walk 20 minutes.

4 Hoshigayama Park
With splendid views of the deep blue Sagami Bay, from end of May to June you can look over fields of blooming Azaleas.
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take bus to the Hoshigayama Koen Satsuki-no-sato bus stop.

5 Fudo Waterfall
15m waterfall. Its scenery is especially beautiful during its new greenery in May and red leaves in November.
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take bus to Fudotaki bus stop.

6 Wagashi (Japanese traditional confection) making program of Mirakuan
Make your own original Japanese sweets in about 1 hour with the help of Japanese sweets chefs. (Also see the adjoining Japanese sweets factory and 2nd floor mini gallery at no cost).
☎ 0465-62-5577
- From JR (Yugawara Sta.), take bus to Miyakami-Kaikan bus stop. Morning 10:30-11:30, Afternoon 14:00-15:00. About 1 hour ¥1,300 (tax includes tea). Reservations required for groups of 5-30 people. Visitor sweets making every day except Tuesday /
http://www.mirakuan.com/
History & Events of Kanagawa

8th-12th centuries: Nara and Heian Periods
● A central government authority was established along with the introduction of the Chinese legal codes. The capital cities of Hoinokyo and Heiankyo were established in Nara (710) and Kyoto (794) respectively. These cities subsequently prospered into great cultural centers.

12th-15th centuries: Kamakura and Muromachi Periods
● The first Shogunate (at Kamakura) was established by Minamoto Yoritomo.
● After the fall of the Kamakura Shogunate, Ashikaga Takauji established the Muromachi Shogunate in Kyoto.

16th century: Sengoku and Azuchi-Momoyama Periods
● Warring lords arose in different areas of Japan.
● The country was unified under Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

The Origin of the Name “Kanagawa”
The name “Kanagawa” at first referred only to the name of a district in the current Yokohama City, which from ancient times had been a hub for both land and sea transport. When the port of Yokohama was opened to the West in 1859, the local magistrate’s office was named the “Kanagawa Magistrate’s Office”. The broader area thus became known as “Kanagawa Prefecture” when the Prefecture system was introduced during the Meiji Period.

Kanagawa

1 Enoshima Tenno Festival
This festival is held in mid-July at the Yasaka Shrine and the Ryouiji Shrine. Festival participants carry the mikoshi (portable shrine) to the seaside, accompanying their movements with energetic shouts as they go. ☏ 0466-24-4141 (Fujiwara City Tourist Association)
● Walk from Otsuki-Enoshima Line (Katase-Enoshima Sta.)

2 Kamakura Festival (Yabusame, Shizuka-no-mai dance)
Held around the middle of April, the festival is a regular part of the spring calendar in Kamakura. It begins with a grand parade along Wakamiya Oji road, followed by Yabusame (horseback archery) in commemoration of the Kamakura samurai, Shizuka-no-mai dance, and more. ☏ 0467-23-3050 (Kamakura City Tourist Association)

3 Odawara Hojo Godai Festival
This is the Odawara area’s biggest tourist-oriented event at the beginning of May. A total of some 1,800 participants, including people dressed like samurai, musical groups, and townspeople create strikingly grand scenes as they walk through the city. ☏ 0465-22-5002 (Odawara City Tourist Association)
● 10 minutes walk from JR (Odawara Sta.)

p.15 Map
p.11 Map
p.9 Map

Yabusame (horseback archery)
Shizuka-no-mai dance
The Kanagawa region has played an important role throughout Japanese history, sometimes as the seat of samurai rule, and other times as the birthplace of myriad forms of culture and civilization. Because of this background, the different areas of the Prefecture stage many special events portraying local history and culture.

17th century-mid 19th century: Edo Period

- Tokugawa Ieyasu established the Edo Shogunate (in present day Tokyo).
- The country enjoyed an extended period of peace, and many aspects of Japan's unique culture continue to develop. (ex. Ukiyoe Print)

mid 19th century onward: Meiji Period to the present

- A fleet of U.S. ships led by Commodore Perry arrives at Uraga.
- Five Japanese ports were opened under commercial treaties between Japan and the U.S. and Europe.

- The Eastern Seaboard Highway (Tokaido) and other roads were built to link the country's outlying regions with Edo. To monitor travelers, check points were established at important points along the roads. One of these check points was in Hakone.
- Hakone Check Point → See page 17-3.

4 Hakone Daimyo Procession (Hakone Daimyo Gyoretsu Parade)

A reenactment of the traditional Hakone Daimyo Procession is held every year on November 3rd at Hakone Yumoto area. The parade participants shout gallantly as they wind through the old Tokaido road and the hot spring (Onsen) towns. 0046-857-7751 (Hakone Yumoto Tourist Association)

- Walk from Odakyu Line (Hakone Yumoto Sta.) 9:45 approximately 16:20

5 Chakkarako

Originating in the early Edo Period, this dance is a prayer and also a celebration for a bountiful harvest and abundant fish catch. Performed every January 15th, the dance features graceful movements and song accompaniment. The chakkarako has been registered with UNESCO as an Intangible Cultural Heritage. 0046-882-1111 (Education Department, Miura City)

- From the Keikyu Line (Matsukawata Sta.), take the bus bound for Masaki-kou Sta. to Masaki-kou bus stop, then two minutes walk. The dance is held every January 15th.

6 Yukake Festival

The Yukake Festival commemorates a time when the people presented a hot spring (Onsen) to the Shogun during the Edo Period. Five mikoshis (portable shrines) in wooden tubs are paraded through the onsen town. In this unusual festival, people standing along the roadside gleefully throw hot springwater on the procession. The Yukake Festival is usually held on the fourth Saturday every May. 00465-64-1234 (Yugawara Spa Tourist Association)

- From JR (Yugawa Sta.), take the bus bound for Oku-Yugawara or Fudouki. Get off at Ochitsubushi

7 Yokohama Kaiko (Opening of the Port) Festival

This annual summer event, now a permanent part of early summer in Yokohama, is held annually around June 2nd, the anniversary of the opening of Yokohama Port to the West. It features live concerts as well as fireworks and laser shows. 0045-212-5511 (Executive Committee Secretariat)

- Venue: Minatomirai 21 and surrounding areas/Dates: A period of several days around June 2nd (tentative schedule) / http://www.kaikokai.com/
Hot Springs (Onsen)

Kanagawa is home to some of Japan's premier hot springs, including Hakone and Yugawara. It should be noted that there are many different types of hot springs, and just as many different ways to enjoy them. Discover for yourself how wonderful the hot springs of Kanagawa can be, and then enjoy them to the fullest!

Hakone

One of Japan's foremost hot spring areas, Hakone traces its history back 1,300 years, when the first hot spring was discovered here. The area is home to some seventeen major hot springs, collectively known as the "Hakone Ju-nana-To," each with different mineral composition and benefits. Amongst these seventeen, seven have particularly long traditions. These seven are Yumoto, Tonusawa, Miyanosita, Dogashima, Sokokura, Kiga, and Ashinoyu.

See the following site for details: http://www.hakone.or.jp/en/

Benefits of bathing in hot springs

Even within Hakone, the hot spring qualities differ depending on the altitude of their location in the Hakone Mountains. All together there are more than twenty different kinds. Part of the fun of hot springs is choosing them either to treat specific conditions or by their unique mineral compositions.
Yugawara

Together with Hakone, Yugawara is one of Kanagawa Prefecture’s premier hot springs, having been noted in the Manyoshu, Japan’s oldest poetry collection, which dates back to the 7th and 8th centuries. The hot spring here is said to have been discovered by a raccoon dog, who took on the form of a beautiful woman to tell human beings about it. Another legend holds that a monk found the spring and called it “the spring of Yakushi Nyorai” (Medicine Buddha). Later, as of the Meiji Period, Yugawara has been favored by many literary personalities and painters, who travelled there for rest and relaxation.

Spring Water Qualities & Benefits ● The spring water at Yugawara has an ideal level of sodium chloride and sulfuric acid. The water feels soft on the skin, and bathers do no tend to feel cold when they come out of the water. The waters are said to be good for external injuries, nerve pain, lower back pain, and women’s issues.

Hot Springs of Hakone and Yugawara — a gift heaven and earth ● Hakone and Yugawara hot springs are both located within volcanoes. Their waters, however, principally originate from rainwater which has seeped into the ground. The seeped water is warmed by heat from magma deep in the earth. Some of the dissolved elements in the water such as sulfur and chlorine may also come from the magma, but many components in the water are derived from the stratum that holds the water. The variety of hot spring waters reflects the diverse history that the waters have experienced.

Try Kanagawa Prefecture’s wide variety of onsen facilities
● How to bathe in the onsen: it’s better to know beforehand!
http://www.hakonenavi.jp/english/basics/hot-spa/manner/

1 Hakone Kowakien Yunessun (spa resort)
Choose between the amusement zone, where you can swim with a bathing suit on, or try the Japanese-style baths, where users enjoy the baths naked. ☎0460-82-4126
● http://www.yunessun.com

2 Doppo-no-Yu (SPA)
This is Japan’s largest footbath facility. As the name implies, this is an onsen just for the feet. The bath works on the pressure points of the feet, which stimulate the body’s organs. → See page 18-2.

3 Yokohama Minato Mirai Manyo Club
These extensive facilities offer everything you need to thoroughly relax body and mind. ☎045-663-4126
● 5 minutes walk from Queen’s Square Yokohama at Minatomirai Sta, on the Minatomirai Line / http://www.manyo.co.jp/mm/1/

4 Inamuragasaki Spa
This is Kamakura’s only natural hot spring. ☎0467-22-7199
● 3 minutes walk from Enoden-Line (Inamuragasaki Sta) / Admission: ¥1,300/9:00-21:00 & up only.

5 Enoshima Island Spa
The visitor can enjoy the natural hot spring, all while looking out over the ocean. ☎0466-29-0688
● 10 minutes walk from Odakyu-Enoshima-Line (Katakai-Enoshima Sta.)

6 Maholova Minds Miura
A high-quality natural hot spring that wells up from 1,200 meters under the ground. ☎046-889-8900
● Shuttle bus service available to and from Keikyu-Line (Miura Kogen Sta.) / Baths open for non-staying guests 9:00-11:00, 12:00-22:00 for ¥1,000 / No regular holidays / http://www.maholova-minds.com/english
The Spectacular Night Views of Kanagawa

1. Yokohama Minatomirai 21 Area Night View

2. Actively Enjoying the Yokohama Night Scene (by ship or helicopter)

3. Yokohama Cocktail
   In 1860, just after the Port of Yokohama was opened to the West, Japan’s first bar was opened here in this city. Today, Yokohama has many bars offering a great variety of cocktails.
The night is beautiful in Kanagawa. The following are some of the night views of the four seasons in different parts of the prefecture, including Yokohama’s brilliant illumination.

4 Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine Cherry Blossoms (Dankazura)  
In mid April, the path leading to Tsurugaoka Hachimangu is decorated with lanterns highlighting the blossoming cherry blossoms, creating a visually fantastic sight.  
  3 minutes’ walk from JR Kamakura Sta.

5 Fireworks  
Fireworks festivals are held throughout the Prefecture during the summer season. In Kanagawa in particular, the fireworks light up the ocean in many parts of the Prefecture.  
  • Yokohama Fireworks Festival: Early August  
  • Kamakura Fireworks Festival: Early August  
  • Enoshima Fireworks Festival: Early August  
  • Miura Kaigan Norio Fireworks Festival: Early August  
  • Hakone Ashinoko Fireworks Festival: July 31 – August 5  
  • Yugawara Fireworks at Sea Festival: Mid July – Early August  

6 Torii burning and fireworks on Lake Ashi  
In an example of an old tradition being passed on to new generations, a six-meter-tall torii (Shinto gate) floating on the lake is burned on August 5, followed by a fireworks display.

7 Hase-dera Temple Autumn Leaves Illumination  
From the end of November through the beginning of December, the temple grounds are lit up to highlight the beauty of the changing leaves.  
  5 minutes’ walk from Enoden Line (Hase Sta. 17:00 – 18:30 (gate close at 18:00)

8 Plum Tree Grove Illumination  
From late February through the middle of March, some 4,000 red and white plum trees flower on the slopes of Kamakura Park, enveloping the entire park with the sweet scent of plum blossoms. See page 18.

9 Winter Fireflies in Manyo Park (with winter footbath)  
From mid December through the end of the month, Manyo Park recreates the dancing fireflies of early summer with a fantasy illumination called ‘Winter Fireflies.’ A footbath hot spring is also available at night during this time. See page 18.

10 Illumination of Enoshima Observation Lighthouse  
The Lighthouse is lit up from late November to end of January. The lighthouse that was equipped high-output LED projector first in Asia, the illumination is environmentally friendly while at the same time producing a beautiful array of colors. See page 18.
Savor & Flavors

Yokohama
Opened to the West some 150 years as a gateway to trade, Yokohama has since become a gateway to culinary delights as well.

Ramen (Shin-Yokohama Ramen Museum)
→ See page 7.

Gyunabe (beef pot)
Gyunabe is a dish first created in Yokohama during the Meiji period, a time referred to as the "cultural enlightenment." These traditional flavors can be sampled at gyunabe specialty shops in the city.


Ice Cream
The product known as "Ice Creen" sold at Basanmichi in Yokohama during the Meiji Period is said to be Japan's first ice cream.

Sold at locations such as the Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse → See Page 5.

Kamakura
Because Kamakura is dotted with numerous temples and shrines, there are many vegetarian restaurants in the area. Some of the dishes served were originally created in temples.

Kamakura Vegetarian Cooking
Made entirely without meat, these vegetarian dishes are served at the temple.

18047-22-0603 (Kencho-ji Temple → See page 9.)

Kenchinjiru Soup
According to some theories, this soup was named after Kencho-ji Temple. The soup is filled with crumbled tofu as well as vegetables such as daikon radish and burdock soup ed in oil.

Japanese Traditional Sweets
These sweets are crafted with traditional Japanese flavors including matcha (powdered green tea) and so on.

Hakone
Hakone has a variety of local and seasonal specialties come from this area's rich natural environment.

Black Boiled Eggs
In Owakudani (→See Page 16.), where hot steam and volcanic smoke rise above the valley, you can enjoy black eggs boiled in a hot spring.

Ashinoko Smelt
Delicious smelt is one of Hakone’s seafood specialties. With a history of more than 90 years, it is popular at local ryokan, hotels and restaurants.

Hakone Sweets Collection (spring and fall)
Featuring seasonal themes, these spring and fall original sweet collections welcome the visitor at Hakone's hotels, museums, confectionary shops, and more.

http://www.hakonesevi.jp/
Eating is one of the most fun aspects of travel, enabling the visitor to experience the history, culture, and special customs of the area they are visiting. Even within Kanagawa Prefecture, the different areas have their own unique local specialties and gourmet dishes.

**Miura**
Miura’s local specialties largely feature tuna.

**Tuna Dishes**
The Miura region has a variety of tuna dishes unique to the area, including some that make unusual use of certain parts of the fish (Miura tuna), tuna cutlets donburi (rice bowl) with sauce, tuna ramen, and more. [http://www.miura-info.ne.jp/]

**Sushi**
This sushi features Misaki tuna and other local fresh fish. [http://www.miura-info.ne.jp/]

**Toroman**
This Chinese-style manju (steamed buns) combines Misaki tuna caught in the Miura area’s Misaki Bay with fresh vegetables. → See page 29.

**Fujisawa**
The Fujisawa area is known for its seafood including whitebait.

Choose from three seafood donburi (rice bowl) dishes: the Shirasu-Don, the Iseebi-Don, and the Enoshima-Don
A local specialty, the Enoshima-Don features sild tubular shell and egg. ☎️ 0466-22-4141 (Fujisawa City Tourist Center)

**Odawara**
The dishes served here incorporate luscious seafood delicacies caught in Sagami Bay.

**Odawara Oden**
Try Odawara oden with the area’s special ume-miso, made from the Japanese ume plum. ☎️ 0465-20-0310 (Odawara Odenkai)

**Kamaboko (fish cake)**
Kamaboko is white fish paste formed into blocks and boiled. The Odawara variety has been made according to tradition since the late Edo Period.

**Odawara-Don**
Our renowned donburi dishes are made using Odawara specialties, including fish delicacies, and served on Odawara lacquerware. [http://genki-odawara.com/don/index.html]

**Yugawara**
In addition to old-fashioned kibi mochi (millet-topped rice cakes), the area offers a new Kanagawa specialty called tan-tan yakisoba (fried noodles).

**Kibi-mochi**
This Yugawara delight features rice cakes made from a mixture of millet and white flour mixed with sugar, and topped with soybean flour.

**Tan-tan yakisoba (fried noodles)**
This special yakisoba was created based on the legend of the raccoon dog that discovered the hot spring. These noodles are known for their hot taste!
Shopping & Souvenirs

Everywhere in Kanagawa Prefecture there are shopping streets and an array of local specialties featuring the handicraft of master craftsmen. These streets are lots of fun, even if you’re just looking!

Yokohama

Motomachi Shopping Street
This shopping street is the home of the style that has come to be known as ‘Yokohama traditional.’ It features clothing shops offering fashion goods including accessory items as well as bakeries, European-style confectionary shops, and more.

- 5 minutes walk from Motomachi-Chukagai Sta. (Minatomirai Line) Or 2 minutes walk from JR-Eisenbahn-Linie (Minatomirai Sta. or Bashamichi Sta.) / Open 10:00-20:00 / Sundays and holidays / http://www.motomachi.or.jp/index.html

Yokohama World Porters
Yokohama World Porter offers a myriad of fashionable items from clothing to accessories to miscellaneous goods. Since there is also a movie theater and restaurants at the facility, visitors can easily spend the entire day here. ☏ 045-222-2000

- 3 minutes walk from Minatomirai Line / Open 10:00-21:00 (Monday, Tuesday, 10:00-22:00) / http://www.parkyparky.com

Queen’s Square Yokohama
This multi-function facility features not only shops and restaurants, but also space for various events including concerts, and art exhibitions. It is also highly convenient since it is directly linked with the station. ☏ 045-682-1000

- Next to Minatomirai Line / Open 10:00-22:00 / http://www.qs-qs.jp

Yokohama Bay Quarter
Linked directly with Yokohama Sta., visitors can enjoy the ocean breeze as they shop and dine here. The exterior is designed in the shape of a passenger boat. ☏ 045-577-8123

- 3 minutes walk from JR (Yokohama Sta. or Kita-Hakama Sta.) / Open 11:00-23:00 (Shopping & Services) / 11:00-22:30 (Restaurants & cafes) / http://www.yokohama-bayquarter.com/web/english

Kamakura

Komachi Dori Street
The Komachi Dori Street is a bustling place featuring a variety of shops offering such items as traditional Kamakurabori (Kamakura Carving) and Japanese-style sweets.

- 2 minutes walk from JR (Kamakura Sta.)

Ofuna Nakadori Shopping Street
Experience interaction with local people on this shopping street, where everyday necessities can be purchased at reasonable prices, and get a glimpse of Japanese people’s daily life.

- 2 minutes walk from JR Ofuna Sta. (East Exit)

Kamakura-bori (Kamakura Carving)
This traditional art, done mainly in Kamakura City, involves sculpting patterns into trees such as katsura or ginko trees and finishing the pieces with lacquer. → See page 9

- http://www.kamakurabori.or.jp/top.html
KANAGAWAYA:
☎ 045-662-4113
• Open 10:00-18:00/ Closed Mondays
     (or if Monday is a national holiday, closed Tuesdays)

Fujisawa

Shopping Street to Enoshima Shrine
Located on the road to Enoshima Benzaiten Shrine, this street offers
Enoshima souvenirs, particularly Kaizaku (shellwork) and marine products.
• 10 minutes walk from Odakyu-Enoshima Line
   (Kanagawa-Enoshima Sta.)

Shonan Mall FILL & MrMAX
The largest shopping center in the Shonan Area, this mall has a huge selection of items
from fashion goods to interior decor items.
☎ 0120-610-027 (Shonan Mall Fill)
☎ 0466-20-1780 (MrMAX)
• 10:00-21:00/Open year-round, seven days a week

Kaizaiku

Miura

Misaki Fisherina Wharf Urari
The wharf sells fresh fish and shellfish including special Misaki tuna at reasonable
prices. → See page 12. ① Toroman (Chinese-style steamed buns featuring tuna
→ See page 28.), one of the top 100 local specialties of Kanagawa Prefecture, are
also available here. ☎ 046-881-6721 • http://www.misaki-co.jp/

Odawara

WAZAYA
A Hakone Yosegi-zaiku (wood works) and Odawara lacquer
were specialty shop. ☎ 0465-23-7749
• Next to Odawara Sta. / Odawara Lurca 4th Floor /10:00-20:30/Open daily

Hakone

Hakone Yosegi-zaiku (Wood works)
Wood works such as boxes and chests are made in the traditional mosaic or inlaid pat-
tterns called Yosegi-zaiku. → See page 17. ②
If you’re making a trip to Kanagawa, we recommend that you stay in Yokohama, Kamakura, and Hakone to visit places of interest in each of the surrounding areas.

Sample routes ● Tokyo (Shinjuku) - One night, two days

A Tokyo (Shinjuku)
   ➞ Odawara
   ➞ Hakone (stay overnight)
   ➞ Hakone

B Tokyo (Shinjuku)
   ➞ Yugawara (stay overnight)
   ➞ Hakone

C Tokyo ➞ Kamakura
   ➞ Fujisawa (stay overnight)
   ➞ Fujisawa

D Tokyo
   ➞ Yokohama (stay overnight)
   ➞ Kamakura
   (Haneda Airport recommended)

E Tokyo
   ➞ Yokohama
   ➞ Miura (stay overnight)
   ➞ Miura
   (Haneda Airport recommended)

Sample routes

A Odawara Castle, Hakone, and Nature Course
   (Day 1) [Odawara] Odawara Castle (p.14-1)
      ➞ Machikado Museum ➞ Hakone
   (Day 2) [Hakone] Hakone Tozan Train (p.17-3) ➞ Hakone Ropeway (p.17-6)
      ➞ Owakudani Valley (p.16-2) ➞ Hakone Sightseeing Cruise (p.16-1)

B Yugawara/Hakone Hot Springs, and Nature Course
   (Day 1) [Yugawara] Wagashi (Japanese confection) making program of Mirakuan (p.19-3) ➞ Manyo Park & Dopporo-Yu (p.18-2)
   (Day 2) [Hakone] Hakone Check Point (p.17-4) ➞ Hakone Ashinoko Yuransen (p.16-1) ➞ Hakone Komagatake Ropeway (p.17-5)

C Ancient Kamakura/Fujisawa • Enoshima Walking Course
   (Day 1) [Kamakura] Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine (p.8-1) ➞ Komachi Dori Street (p.28) ➞ Hase-dera Temple (p.9-10) ➞ Kotoku-in Temple (p.9-3) ➞ Enoshima
   (Day 2) [Fujisawa] Enoshima Island Walking (p.10-1)
      ➞ Enoshima Aquarium (p.11-5)

D Port of Yokohama and Old City of Kamakura
   (Day 1) [Yokohama] Yokohama Sankien Garden (p.6-1) ➞ Yokohama Chinatown (p.4-3)
      ➞ Yamashita Park (p.4-2) ➞ Osanbashi Yokohama International Passenger Terminal (p.5-3)
      ➞ Zoological Bank Park (p.5-6) ➞ Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse (p.5-7) ➞ Minatomirai 21 Area (p.4)
   (Day 2) [Kamakura] Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine (p.8-1)
      ➞ Komachi Dori Street (p.28) ➞ Zenniarai-Benzaiten Shrine (p.9-3)

E Seaside Yokohama/Miura Course
   (Day 1) [Yokohama] Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise (p.7-1)
      ➞ [Miura] Maholoba Minds Miura (Hot Spring p.23-3)
   (Day 2) [Miura] Misaki Fisherman Wharf Urari (p.12-1)
      ➞ Nijiiro Sakana Go (Boat p.12-1) ➞ Jogashima Island (p.13-4)
      ➞ Tairyobata (A fisherman’s "big catch" flag) industrial arts experience (p.13-3)
Kanagawa Systematized Goodwill Guide Club (KSGG)
Contact: ksgg_guide@yahoo.co.jp
URL: https://www.facebook.com/kamakura.info/secret.jp
Description: Guide to Kamakura City (central areas)
Languages: English, Chinese, French, Spanish and Portugueses.
For the availability of other languages, visit our website.

Inquiries (Call)
Kanagawa Prefectural Government 045-210-4046

Odawara Hakone Systematized Goodwill Guide Club (OHSGG)
Contact: Email: ohsgg1@gmail.com TEL/FAX: 0465-84-1840
URL: http://www.ohsgg.com/
Description: Guide to Odawara and Hakone vicinities
Languages: English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, French

Fujisawa City Tourist Association (Multi-lingual Volunteer Guides)
Contact: TEL: 0466-85-1411 (Weekdays 8:30-17:50)
Fax: 0466-28-4166
Description: Our guide will accompany you around Enoshima, Fujisawa City.
Please make any inquiries from following website form in English:
(Visit Volunteer Guides) http://www.discover-fujisawa.jp/otherinfo/
(Contact Form)https://ssl.discover-fujisawa.jp/contact/
Languages: English, Chinese, Korean, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Indonesian